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offered at 11-to-10 odds. For example, a player must bet $11 to win $10 for a total payout of $21 or $110 to
win $100 for a total payout of $210. MONEY LINE - The money line represents the odds of a team winning
the game outright without the use of the point spread. The money line is expressed as a 3-digit number.
HOW TO BET GUIDE - delawarepark.com
STRAIGHT BET â€“ A straight bet is an individual wager on a game or event that will be determined by a
point spread, money line or total. PARLAY â€“ A parlay is a single bet that links two or more wagers; to win
the bet, the player must win all the wagers in the parlay. If the parlay loses one wager, the player loses the
entire bet.
HOW TO BET GUIDE - theoceanac.com
bets, such as a straight (bet on a single number), a corner (bet on four numbers), a dozen (a bet on the first,
second, or third group of twelve numbers), or the color the roulette will show (red or black).
Statistical Methodology for Profitable Sports Gambling
racing you are not betting against â€œthe house.â€• When you place a wager at the track, you are betting
against all the other patrons. The racetrack simply provides the means for you to make you wager with the
betting public. Racetrack management wants you to win and does everything in itâ€™s power to ensure safe
and fair racing for everyone.
A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO HORSE RACING - Boyd Gaming
Wheel - Designates selected horse(s) in specific positions for that bet. Example: Quinella wheel 1 with 2, 3, 4
is the same as quinellas 1-2, 1-3, 1-4. Additional Terminology Across the board - One bet that covers a horse
in the win, place and show positions. Co-mingle - Combining mutuel pools from off-track sites with the host
track.
HORSE BETTING GUIDE Basic Bets - Arapahoe Park
How To Bet On Virtual Football League Betting on virtual football league is the same as betting on normal
football matches. The only difference is that the matches in virtual football league
How To Bet On Virtual Football League - worldsoccerng.com
Odds listed on the board are all $1.00 odds. If a runner or QUINIELA combination wins at 5-1 odds, the
payoff on a $2.00 wager is approximately $12.00 (your $2.00 wager plus five times that amount for a winning
selection). Regardless of how much money is bet on a favorite, the track must pay $2.10 for each $2.00
winning bet.
How to bet? - Gulf Greyhound
A $2 win/place bet will cost you $4 because youâ€™re betting $2 that your horse wins and $2 that your horse
places. Exotic Wagers. Exotic wagers allow you to bet on multiple horses in a single bet, allowing you to
increase your profit potential.
How to Bet on Horse Races for Beginners | The Art of Manliness
The following list spells out the betting procedure step by step: State the name of the racetrack. State what
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number race youâ€™re betting. State the dollar unit of your bet. State the type of wager. You can bet on a
single horse to win, place, or show or on a combination of horses. State the number of the horse or horses
youâ€™re using.
Betting on Horse Racing For Dummies Cheat Sheet
2. The favorite figures to finish in-the-money and a long odds horse figures to finish in-the-money as well.
This will generally be a playable Trifecta.
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